WILLIAMS COLLEGE

Fall Convocation

CHAPIN HALL
THE SEVENTH OF SEPTEMBER
TWO THOUSAND AND THIRTEEN
ELEVEN A.M.
Order of Exercises

PROCESSIONAL

MUUCHO MACOH MOOCOW MARCHING BAND
Christopher Caproni, Director

THE HIGH SHERIFF OF BERKSHIRE COUNTY
Thomas N. Bowler

CHIEF MARSHAL
Sarah R. Bolton

SENIOR CLASS MARSHALS
Tre'dez A. Colbert
Alexandra L. Pilitch

THE SENIOR CLASS

MARSHALS FOR ADVANCED DEGREES
Marc Gotlieb
Thomas S. Powers

CANDIDATES FOR ADVANCED DEGREES

FACULTY MARSHALS
Julie A. Cassiday
Peter T. Murphy

THE FACULTY

MARSHAL FOR TRUSTEES AND BICENTENNIAL MEDALISTS
Dennis O'Shea

TRUSTEES AND BICENTENNIAL MEDALISTS

CHAPLAINS TO THE COLLEGE
Gary C. Caster
Richard E. Spalding

THE SPEAKER
William R. Moomaw

THE PRESIDENT
Adam F. Falk

PRESIDENT'S MARSHAL
William C. Dudley

MARSHAL OF THE COLLEGE
Jefferson Strait
ANTHEM

The Williams Convocation Brass Ensemble

AMERICA

My country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing;
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrims' pride,
From every mountain side
Let freedom ring.

Our fathers' God, to thee,
Author of liberty,
To thee we sing;
Long may our land be bright
With freedom's holy light;
Protect us by thy might,
Great God, our King.

Richard E. Spalding
Chaplain to the College

WELCOME

Adam F. Falk
President of the College
MUSIC

Prelude from Lute Suite in C minor, BWV 997
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

Cassandra D. McLellan '14, marimba

INTRODUCTION OF
UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS OF
PHI BETA KAPPA

Sarah R. Bolton
Dean of the College

PRESENTATION OF
THE GROSVENOR CUP AWARD

REMARKS

Robert Adrian Castro '14
Massimo D. Heninger '14
College Council Co-Presidents
CONFERRING OF BICENTENNIAL MEDALS

William R. Moomaw ’59

Moomaw is a global thought leader on climate change and a lead author of the intergovernmental panel reports on this planetary threat that shared a Nobel Peace Prize.

John Sayles ’72 and Maggie Renzi ’73

Pioneers of independent film, Maggie Renzi, producer, and John Sayles, screen writer and director, have been making challenging movies together for over thirty years.

Michael S. Weiner ’83

Executive director of the Major League Baseball Players Association, Weiner is a pivotal figure in collective bargaining and is highly respected by players, agents, and executives.

Douglas H. Shulman ’89

Former IRS commissioner, who led technology innovation and breakthrough offshore tax enforcement, Shulman was also a financial industry regulator and a co-founder of Teach for America.

Mariam B. Naficy ’91

A highly successful entrepreneur and e-commerce pioneer, Naficy is now founding CEO of Minted, which sells work from emerging designers around the world.
ADDRESS

"Living Deliberately to Confront Climate Change"

William R. Moomaw '59

COLLEGE SONG

The Williams Convocation Brass Ensemble

THE MOUNTAINS

Washington Gladden, 1859

1. O, proudly rise the monarchs of our mountain land,
   With their kingly forest robes to the sky,
   Where Alma Mater dwelleth with her chosen band,
   And the peaceful river floweth gently by.

   The mountains! the mountains! We greet them with a song,
   Whose echoes rebounding their woodland heights along,
   Shall mingle with anthems that winds and fountains sing,
   Till hill and valley gaily, gaily ring.

2. Beneath their peaceful shadows may old Williams stand,
   Till the suns and mountains never more shall be,
   The glory and the honor of our mountain land,
   And the dwelling of the gallant and the free.

BENEDICTION

Fr. Gary C. Caster
Catholic Chaplain
MEMBERS OF PHI BETA KAPPA CLASS OF 2014
ELECTED AT THE END OF THEIR JUNIOR YEAR

Jacob Daniel Addelson    Brian Westfall McGrail
Ilya Dmitrievich Amburg   Caroline Olivia Miller
Eloise Claire Andry       Byron Joseph Perpetua
Ivan Nikolaev Badinski    Sarah Wilson Peters
Julia Kathryn Davis       Faraz Wasiur Rahman
Jared David Hallett       Emma Beatrice Rickles
Joseph Rocco Iafrate      Daniel Bernard Schreiner
Manasi Iyer               Samuel Willis Tripp
David Maxwell Kruger      Chau Diep Quoc Vo
Alexander Scott LaTourrette Madeline Ying Vuong
Vu Le                     Melinda Bing-Kai Wang
Matthew Wilson McCarron   Jane Brockenbrough Wilde
Maia Remez McCormick     Dan Zhao

THE WILLIAMS CONVOCATION BRASS ENSEMBLE
Heidi Miller, director and conductor

Barbara Ann Cheetham*    Andrew Rosenberg*
Kevin T. Eagan '15       Jeffrey A. Sload '17
Eva R. Fourakis '16

* Area musician

USHERS

Emma P. Cannon '15       Molly M. Pickel '15
Sara L. Clark '15        Marissa P. Shieh '15
Donald R. Kost '15

Following the ceremony, you are cordially invited to an all-campus picnic on Chapin Lawn.